Metabolic screening of mammalian cell cultures using well-plates.
For use in a broad spectrum of cell culture applications, we have devised a novel method, termed High-Throughput Metabolic Screening (HTMS), with which to more rapidly screen the overall activity of major metabolic pathways of mammalian cells. This current protocol uses adaptations of theoretical and experimental techniques from metabolic and cell culture engineering. First, HTMS makes use of a simplified metabolic network for metabolic flux analysis. Despite its simplicity, the network is capable of generating flux distributions and ATP production rates that are comparable to a more detailed network. Second, HTMS makes use of microtiter well-plate technology and adaptations of well-known enzymatic assays to increase precision and throughput for cell culture experiments. Multireplicate, multiparallel cultures in the sub-milliliter scale yield very precise metabolic rates using common laboratory equipment and at a fraction of the cost and time of traditional experiments with T-flasks, spinner flasks, or bioreactor systems. The simplicity of the network and the well-plate assays synergistically comprise a new, extremely useful, broadly applicable, and relatively inexpensive way to probe cell cultures for metabolic effects, screen drugs and toxins, optimize media, and support the development of bioprocesses. The simplified network and cell culture and analytical assays are also useful for undergraduate, graduate, and professional training.